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A few months ago I wrote a post about the difference between the group 5 and the 8 responses of the writing test group, and many people have asked me to do the same for the speaking test, so here it is. I took each of the IELTS theories and broke them and explained how the examiner thinks about your speech and how they rate you. Knowing the IELTS
speaking criteria helps you get the rating you deserve, because if you don't know what the examiner is looking for, it's very difficult to give it to them. Ignorance of criteria is one of the main reasons why people, especially good English speakers, sometimes don't get the assessment they expect. They are very confident speakers, but they are not aware of what
IELTS really wants to do. Below you will find out how to give testers exactly what they want and nothing else. IELTS Speaking CriteriaThere are four parts of the IELTS marking scheme: proficiency and consistencyPlus resourceGrammatic range and accuracyProctionNo worry if you do not know exactly what they are; we will look at each of them in detail and
give you a step-by-step guide on how to satisfy each of them. Fluency Fluency refers to your ability to speak smoothly and at the right speed without any unnatural breaks. This is an area that is often misunderstood by students, which means you just speak as fast as you can or talk without having to. If you listen to how native speakers speak, they usually do
not speak very quickly, and there are many pauses. It's perfectly acceptable, you just don't want to stop more than normal. Here's an example of a student trying to speak too fast.... (we ignore the group 8 proposal in the video, this is a school that is trying to advertise and is not actually a good example). Here's a much better example... Group 5 students
typically use slow speech and repetition, and often have problems when asking questions that are asked for more complex questions. What leads to this slow speech and repetition is often caused by students not being able to think about the right grammar or vocabulary to explain themselves, so the better the overall level of English, the less likely you are to
have problems in this area. If we go into the group 7, we can see that this person does not have these repetitions and their speech is natural and smooth, because they are not looking for language.Common ProblemsThe main problem is that students worry too much about grammar and vocabulary and this delay and stopping their speech at an unnatural
pace. In your own language you do not need to think as much as in English, and this leads to a very smooth and regular form of words. In English, especially in a test, you often look for a perfect word or phrase, and this causes problems. Solution: What works best for my students is to enroll after focusing on grammar and vocabulary and then talking about
the same thing again, but not worrying about They often that they sound clearer in the second time. You should do this regularly when reviewing what you studied that day. Practice speaks at normal speed without thinking about making grammatical errors and your fluidity will gradually improve. Another common problem is the misunderstanding of what the
flame really is. It's not easy to talk fast. If you listen to native speakers actually speak, they don't try to speak as quickly as possible, and you should avoid that. Some students practice speaking as quickly as possible and this sounds very unnatural and will lose you scars because it is difficult to understand. Solution- Understanding that possession of leisure
is to talk about natural speed and not very fast. ConsistencySAlly literally means being logical and consistent. About IELTS, they refer to how you expand and explain your answers with explanations and examples, answer the question that is asked, and how you link sentences using dictation markers and those. Simply this means that when the reviewer
asked you a question, they clearly understood your answer and you answered the question completely. Guided markers - or connecting words or cohesive devices, as some people call them - are words that signal to the listener what you're talking about. For example, you can add an extra point, so you can use a discourse marker like This or Top of That. If
you want to set an example, you can say, For example, or For example. Consistency Criteria A group 5 student not only uses these discourse markers, but overdoes them. If you listen to native speakers actually speak, they don't use these discourse markers in every sentence, and many poor IELTS candidates try to get them into every sentence. This will
reduce your tracks and do more harm than good. A student of group 6 will not overdo it with the markers of discourse, but will use some of them inappropriately, that is, they do not know the meaning, but use them or confuse them for their function. A common mistake is to start a sentence with, in my opinion, when the rest of the sentence does not actually
give its opinion. Students in groups 7 and 8 will use markers of discourse, both accurately and appropriately, and in other words, they know the meaning and use them only when necessary. Consistency is also linked to the correct answer to the question. This means that you don't give very short answers and instead fully support your answers with
explanations and examples where appropriate. Students in the group usually give very short answers and often say the minimum amount required. For example, if your examiner asks what are the causes of pollution in your hometown, the applicant can say something like The main causes are traffic and industry. This may be a satisfactory answer in real life,
but in the IELTS exam you need to show the examiner the level of English.A group 8 develops themes so if they were asked the same question as above, they could say the main reasons are traffic and industry. There are too many cars in our city, and exhaust fumes lead to heavy smog, especially during peak hours. There are also many motorcycles that
together cause more pollution than cars and public transport. Then there is a problem with all factories in the industrial zone burping smoke outside 24 hours a day. For example, there are a number of power plants on the edge of the city that burn coal and produce tons of CO2 and other harmful gases every year In this response the candidate not only
specified the reasons, but also explained what they are and gave examples.General problemsThe most common problem here is racing markers and / or using them inappropriately. Solution: Make sure you know what each discourse marker means and when to use it. You do not need to learn them all; only a few for each function. Listen to how they speak
and how many times they use them. It'il surprise you how little they do. Do not start every sentence with In my opinion and do not feel like you need to include words like more and in addition, native speakers almost never use these. It's not a very frustrating problem for teachers and examiners. Often students answer the question they want, not the question
they actually ask. If you do not answer the question, it is very difficult for the examiner to follow what you say and your assessments will suffer. Solution – go to YouTube and find examples of group 7, 8, and 9 students answering questions. Do not listen to the answers and try to write your own questions. This will help you focus on exactly what the reviewer
wants. Also, when you are on the exam, do not give memories answers, answer the question. The last problem is that it does not give long enough answers. Many students are not confident and want the test to be completed as soon as possible and this leads to them giving as short an answer as possible. Just like the writing test, you need to explain what
you mean completely and give examples - where appropriate - to get the really high marks. Verdict: It really depends on how much of the talking test you're in. For part 1 of the speaking test, you should try to give answers that are between 2-3 sentences long. Part 2 requires you to talk for between 1-2 minutes, and if you need help with this, please see the
spoken part 2 guide. Part 3 responses are usually 3-4 sentences long. To expand your answers in Part 3, you need to answer the question and then explain your main points and give appropriate examples to support your main points. The lexical resource Lexical resource basically means vocabulary turn. To do well in this area, you need to have a wide
range of dictionary and use this dictionary accurately. But what does that mean? Let's say you're asked to talk about your mobile phone. Most of these words are very specific to the themes of mobile phones or technologies and allow candidates to give a very clear answer to the reviewer. Without these words, students will really struggle to provide a
comprehensive answer for mobile phones. 8 and 9 students in the group have such a wide vocabulary that they can talk about any word because they have the necessary vocabulary to talk about each of them. So can you learn vocabulary lists and get 9? No, it's a little more complicated than that. Many students learn very long vocabulary lists and try to use
this in the test. The problem with this approach is that students often use these words inappropriately. For example, they may know the word avant-garde, but use it to describe a person or place where it really should be used only to describe the technology. If you use words inappropriately, it's worse than not using them at all. Lexical Resource Criteria If we
look at a group of 5 candidates, they can use the dictionary only with limited flexibility. This means that they struggle to talk about a number of topics because they do not have enough vocabulary. This student can say that their phone has many different things instead of a set of features.Group 6 students have enough vocabulary to talk about the most
common topics, but have unworkable. This means that they can clarify their meaning by using the relevant dictionary, but make random mistakes. An example of obscene things would be to describe a woman as beautiful instead of beautiful or to say that you had a beautiful weekend instead of an exciting or wonderful weekend. Group 7 students have a wide
range of vocabulary and can speak clearly about almost all common topics. They can also use some idioms where appropriate, and can also use collations correctly, but some minor errors are still resolved. Group 8 students can talk about all common topics and use a wide range of words accurately. They make very few mistakes when it comes to using
vocabulary correctly and often use less common words and phrases.Happy ProblemThe most common problem is trying to use the vocabulary for which you are not sure 100%. Many students try to insert long, complex words into their speaking test in the hope that it will bring them a high score. Unfortunately, you need to use words accurately or you will
lose marks. The use of much less common words is one of the characters, someone has a very limited vocabulary. Solution- Follow the 100% rule. Use only words for which you are 100% sure. You need to know the meaning, grammar, collations, synonyms and antonies of this word, as well as in what context it should be used. If you don't know all this,
don't use it. is to use simpler vocabulary and not to than to use a very high level dictionary that is fine. There won't be a wide vocabulary. Some students simply don't know enough words to get the higher vocabulary bands. Solution- Buy a notebook to write new words you hear or read. Write them down with meanings, synonyms, antonyms, grammar,
pronunciation, photos, sample sentences, etc. or whatever you think will help you remember them. Make sure you regularly view these words one week, two weeks, and one month after you save them for the first time. Try to read and listen as much English as possible. When you hear a new word, save it. Grammar scope and accuracy This part of IELTS
Speaking Criteria refers to your ability to avoid grammar errors. You need to have a wide enough set of grammars to be able to talk about a number of things and use complex sentences. Please look at our guide on how to write a complex sentence if you are not familiar with them. For example, the examiner may ask you to talk about the past and the future,
and therefore you will need to be able to use the latest tenses and future structures. However, it is not just about narrow-minded people, although they are very important. You should also be aware of different types of functional language, such as how to give an opinion, explain something, speak hypothetically, and compare and contrast ideas. Grammatical
scope and accuracy Criteria Group 5 answers usually consist of simple sentences that are relatively error-free; However, group 5 candidates often make mistakes when trying more complex sentences. When trying to use more advanced structures, they often make grammatical errors that stop the reviewer understanding the meaning of the sentence.
Responses in group 6 use a combination of complex and simple sentences, but mistakes are made more than 50% of the time. Errors are small mistakes that keep understanding what the examiner says. Responses in group 7 use different complex structures, and more than 50% of sentences have no errors. There are still some grammatical errors, but they
tend to be minor. Group 8 responses use a wide range of complex structures and appropriate functional language. Most sentences are error-free. Common ProblemsThe biggest problem is students trying to use grammar structures or functional language for which they are not sure. This leads to big mistakes, and your sentences are not very clear. Solution –
As a dictionary, use the 100% rule – make a sentence only when you are sure it is 100% correct. It is better to write a simple sentence, which is correct, than a complex sentence with very large errors. The second main problem is to make small careless mistakes. Most students make these mistakes that can be completely avoided and can be easily
corrected. Remember that you can not get over 7 grammars if you 50% of your sentences have errors in them. Solution: You need to identify your general grammatical errors. Let a teacher or language that speaks your language listen to you and it becomes clear that you have a few things that you constantly get confused with. Then you can work on
improving these. Pronunciation You don't have to worry about an American or British accent, the main consideration here is that your speech is clear and you are easy to understand. the pronunciation of many aspects that you should try to use to get a high brand. The most important thing is to say the word - is it easy for the examiner to understand the
individual words you say? If you are not familiar with phonetics and phonetics chart should definitely check it. Each language uses different movements of language, jaw and lips, and some of those we use in English can be very strange for other languages. If there is a certain sound that struggles to do in English, sometimes it will be difficult for the examiner
to understand what you are saying. Every word in English also has a particular stress pattern and this can have an effect on your comprehension. In a sentence level should be considered: sentence stress (some words is underlined in a sentence)Weak sounds (certain words sound weaker than normal in one sentence)Intonation (rise and fall of tone or
tone)Tying words (how some words connect to each other)Pronunciation Criteria 6 group 6 student can usually be understood, but there are times the examiner is difficult to understand what is said due to errors pronounced. Some of the characteristics described above are used, but not during the test, and there are some errors in their use. A group 7 student
shows all the positive characteristics of group 6 and some, but not all, of the positive characteristics of gang 8. A group 8 student is very easy to understand throughout the exam and individual words are very rarely produced. They use all the features described above, as well as accurate and appropriate only random errors. Common ProblemsThe most
common issue is not being able to produce individual phonetic elements correctly. This leads to a breakdown in communication because it stops the examiner from understanding the word you are trying to say. Solution – check out our guide on how to practice free phonemi at home. Another common problem is the use of little or no intonation. This makes it
sound like you have no emotion and are not interested in the subject. Solution – try to sound as if you are actually interested or passionate about the topics. If you have positive feelings about what you say, intonation will usually follow. I know some of the themes are a little boring, but they're trying to pretend you're interested. I do not stress at all, nor
emphasize the wrong words in the sentence. Solution – the most important words or words that make sense are underlined in a sentence. Listen to how they speak and think about which words are usually highlighted when they speak. Soon you will see a pattern and you can turn this on. Saying every word very emphatically without any or faint sounds. I
hope you found this article useful. If you have any comments or questions, please feel free to comment below. If you want to keep up to date with IELTS posts, please take our Facebook page. For more help talking IELTS, please visit our IELTS speaking page. Page.
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